B1 gradient coherence selection using a tapered stripline.
Pulsed-field gradients are common in modern liquid state NMR pulse sequences. They are often used instead of phase cycles for the selection of coherence pathways, thereby decreasing the time required for the NMR experiment. Soft off-resonance pulses with a B1 gradient result in a spatial encoding similar to that created by pulsed-field (B0) gradients. In this manuscript we show that pulse sequences with pulsed-field gradients can easily be converted to one which uses off-resonance B1 field gradient (OFFBEAT) pulses. The advantage of B1 gradient pulses for coherence selection is that the chemical shift evolution during the pulses is (partially) suppressed. Therefore no refocusing echos are required to correct for evolution during the gradient pulses. A tapered stripline is shown to be a convenient tool for creating a well-defined gradient in the B1 field strength. B1 gradient coherence selection using a tapered stripline is a simple and cheap alternative to B0 pulsed-field gradients.